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ABSTRACT
The global effect of the COVID-19 pandemic across
every sector of business is indisputable. Not only
has it affected the past year’s sales for most
businesses in travel and hospitality, but it has also
changed consumer opinions about the brands they
will engage with, the places they will travel, and the
expectations they have for accommodations.
Travelers are part of a unique collective that makes
decisions based on who is traveling with them, why
they’re traveling, and what others say. Ratings,
reviews, social media, blogs, comments on travel
articles, expert recommendations, travel shows
- all are evidence of the many influences on the
collective’s decision-making process.
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METHODOLOGY
Because the travel and hospitality consumer
collective is so heavily influenced by the opinions
and experiences of others when selecting businesses
to spend money with, Parker Sanpei deployed a
“swarm study” to tap into how their attitudes,
selection criteria and future wants have changed
from the pre-pandemic worldview.
Swarm studies fill large gaps in the practices of
surveys and focus groups by measuring how groups
influence each other in coming to consensus around
the best decision for the group being studied.
Swarms of only 25 to 50 participants yield more
accurate insights than focus groups, or engaging
thousands with a traditional survey, making studies
like these easy, fast, cost-effective and ultimately
more reliable for predicting future behavior.
The questions we selected to ask the swarm were
created by an advanced strategy session with
industry thought leaders, hotel/resort managers
and hospitality professionals to uncover answers to
issues that are driving their future business.
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TIMING - LEISURE

When will travelers
begin traveling for
leisure again?
Leisure travel will recover in the second
half of 2021 with 71% conviction and
a narrow win over a more immediate
recovery (as shown on the right). It took
a moderate amount of time to come to
this answer - 29 seconds - illustrating
that travelers are open to travel sooner
if given reason. Leisure travel is also
predicted to reach 2019 levels by mid-2022.
Though the swarm projected trends
for business travel, they predict with
91% conviction that leisure/vacation
travel (by a lot) is the dominant reason
consumers will stay at hotels and resorts
in the next 12 months. This prediction
took under 7 seconds to agree on.
Travelers were split on what will inspire
them to travel, but “To visit family and
friends” (with 53% conviction) won a close
race against “Spoil oneself or escape.”
Interestingly, travelers want a personal
reward, pushing nature, outdoors and
food & beverage to the bottom of the list
of inspirations.

What will
most inspire
additional
travel in
the next 12
months?

1

To visit family & friends
(by a lot)

2

Spoil oneself or escape

3

Romance

4 Outdoor activities
5

Nature and the outdoors

6

Food & beverage experiences
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TIMING - BUSINESS

When will travelers
begin traveling for
business again?
With 83% conviction, and in under
6.5 seconds, travelers predict
that business travel will recover
immediately. They also forecast that
business travel will meet or exceed
2019 levels by the end of 2021 with
72% conviction.
As seen in the ratings at the lower
right, purposes like “Business
sponsored travel,” “Work away from
home,” and “Work & play in the same
trip” scored as the bottom three out
of six reasons travelers will stay in a
hotel/resort in the next 12 months.
Taken together, the swarm believes
business travel as an industry is
recovering quickly, but are personally
focused on traveling for leisure. This
implies there is hesitance to return to
“business as usual” and that travel for
business will need to embrace some
fundamental changes.

Most likely
purpose
for a hotel/
resort stay in
the next 12
months?

1

Leisure/vacation
(by a lot)

2

Explore a new destination

3

Staycation: local getaways

4 Work & play in the same trip
5

Work away from home

6

Business sponsored travel
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DISTANCE

In 2021, how far will
leisure travelers
venture from home?
The swarm process to the right
illustrates that travelers are still
considering what distance from home
feels safe for them to travel. It took
a full 51 seconds for the swarm to
agree that 500 miles was comfortable
for them, with 1,000 miles coming
in a close second by the end of the
deliberation period.
It is therefore no surprise that the
swarm concluded in a short 7.75
seconds that “Beaches” will be the
top destinations for travelers within
the year (see bottom figure). This
reinforces what we saw emerging
early and throughout the study - the
need to escape from the crush of
people.
Interestingly, other remote locations
like “Quaint and rural cities” and
“Mountains” together only accounted
for about 25% of other predicted
travel.

Where are
travelers most
likely to visit
within the next
year?
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INTERNATIONAL

When will international
travel return to
(or exceed) 2019 levels?
With 83% certainty, the swarm
predicts that international travel
will take until the end of 2022 to
reach 2019 levels. We conclude that
some could be convinced to travel
internationally sooner, depending on
the state of the world, as is shown
in the path to the answer the swarm
took (above right). The swarm took
only 7.75 seconds to come to this
conclusion, so they remain skeptical
the world will be open sooner.
However, they understand that the
situation could change quickly based
on progress made around the world,
since the swarm also concluded
in the same amount of time that
“International sites” are the most
desired locations once the world is
deemed safe.

Where are
travelers most
likely to visit
once the world
is safe?
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MOTIVATIONS

What motivates
travelers to choose a
destination?
By only the 7 second point of
deliberation (above right), the swarm
predicted that “Events/attractions
they like” will be the major motivator
for travelers choosing their next
destination. The final factional
support for this answer reached 94%.
Attendance at conventions and
events, however, will take until the
first half of 2022 to recover, as shown
in the lower chart. This sends a clear
signal that there is pent-up demand.
We conclude that, like international
travel, if travelers feel “safe” sooner,
such events will bounce back
immediately. The competitive funnel
is jammed up, though, so event and
convention managers should start
differentiating their messaging to
include more safety information now.

When will
people be
comfortable
attending a
convention or
event again?
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CONSIDERATIONS

What considerations
are most important to
future travelers?
The previous points are well supported
by this next one. “Focus on experiences
& activities,” or what the industry has
come to know as “experiential travel,”
will draw more future travelers (with
79% factional support) - moreso than
the niches that hotels and resorts
often focus on like “Pet friendly” or
“Family friendly” accommodations.
Our swarm even disregarded “Certified
Clean” protocols (providing only
9% support) as being necessary for
attracting visitors.
In fact, when comparing accommodations
(see lower chart), the swarm tells us
that improvents like a “Wider array of
entertainment” will most impact their
decision with “Eco-friendly focus” as
a distant second. Travelers are leaning
more traditional, foregoing “Hi-tech
in-room features,” “Voice assistants,”
“App-based communications” and
“Full self-service.” Now is the time to
dig in to understanding how to create
experiences that will resonate with
specific targets.

Which
innovation will
most impact
decisions when
selecting a
hotel?
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FEATURES
Which hotel/resort
features are most
important to future
travelers?
As seen earlier in the study, once
visitors arrive at hotels and resorts,
they want to be spoiled. “Spas &
pools” led the way with 72% factional
support, and “In-room amenities”
handily beat out features like “Fitness
& wellness,” “WiFi & technology,” or
even “Accessible outdoor spaces.”
Any consideration for most of these
were eliminated by the end of an only
12-second deliberation.
Travelers will also be less worried
about new, complicated safety
protocols when it comes to meal
time,
instead being happy with
simply eating outside more - with 71%
conviction and 79% final factional
support. No other options registered
significant support, with the second
best answer being “No changes” to
how food is served at hotels and
resorts (see lower chart). This is an
advantage for temperate climates,
but accommodations have the
opportunity to get creative here.

How will
travelers
change eating
habits during
hotel & resort
stays?
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MORE STAYS
What kinds of
destinations will
travelers spend
more time at?
Though the swarm had multiple
reasons at first, they agreed in 12
seconds with 75% support that
“Great food/wine/spirits” was the
reason travelers would stay longer
at a location, making it contingent
on properties to either provide,
upgrade or partner with quality
establishments. This is a continuation
of the traditional, pampering and
experiential themes that emerged
throughout.
Many properties invest in either their
own or third-party rewards programs.
However, as seen in the lower chart,
travelers would rather be specially
treated upon check-in with upgrades
in order to win their repeat business.
This is a classically known behavior
modification paradigm that has been
practiced successfully across many
other service industries - the concept
of “surprise and delight.” It often costs
the property nothing and pays off in
loyal customers who become brand
promoters.

What rewards
most inspire
travelers to
return to a
resort or hotel?
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RENTALS
The most compelling
reason for a vacation
rental over a
hotel/resort?
Rentals from companies like VRBO and
AirBNB are a permanent part of the
future. As shown in their deliberation,
travelers like the increased privacy
they provide, and prefer them over
hotels or resorts for multiple travelers.
The swarm ultimately agreed in a 33
to 67 decision that this latter aspect
was the most compelling reason to
select a rental.
When deciding to book a hotel or
resort over a rental (see lower chart),
the swarm believes “Brand reputation
and trust” is the best vehicle hotels
and resorts have working for them.
They also enjoy the pampering
provided by on-demand service (22%)
and an on-site concierge (9%).
The good news for hotel and resort
managers is that elsewhere in our
data, travelers are “neutral” (with
82% conviction) about choosing a
rental over a hotel or resort. This
shows that there is still plenty of
opportunity to compete for future
business with accommodation-specific
communication pillars promoted in a
well-formed strategy.

The most
compelling
reason for a
hotel/resort
over a vacation
rental?
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DISCOVERY

Which is most effective
for discovering new
hotels and resorts?
It’s clear from most any travel study,
including ours, that travelers will find
their next getaway accommodations
on the web. As shown in the upper
figure, the swarm revealed that
travelers will predominantly (with
74% factional support) expect brands
to engage their first impressions on
YouTube, Google Images and News
in greater numbers than on channels
where many businesses focus too
much of their time - search engines,
travel sites, and social media. It’s
clear that there is a shift underway
from “content is king” in text-heavy
channels to focus more on visuals for
travelers in the discovery phase.
Once
discovered,
the
swarm
predicted in only 9 seconds and with
76% factional support that travelers
will choose hotels and resorts with
long, stable histories (lower chart).
This illustrates the importance of
consistent branding that builds trust
and a legacy of great service.

When selecting
a hotel or
resort, the best
brands:
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MARKETING
Which social influence
is most effective at
encouraging people
to travel?
Travelers will be most influenced by
“Deals & packages,” with 70% factional
support, as encouragement to travel
this year. Additionally, as shown in
the lower chart, the traditional means
of delivering those promotions will
be more effective on more crowd
sourced channels like social media
and traveler reviews.
This is good news for venues who
spend money and effort on higher
cost, lower ROI placements like print
ads (shown to influence only 9% of the
swarm), travel site placements, and
even their own in-house newsletters.
They have the opportunity now to
make their marketing budget work
harder for them. Venues should be
creating promotions travelers find
irresistible, and experiences they
want to share. Together, these will
provide more cost-effective media
communications and better results.

Marketing
that is most
effective at
encouraging
people to
travel:

1

Social media
(by a little)

2

Media & traveler reviews

3

Digital ads

4 Newsletters & emails
5

Travel sites:
Tripadvisor, Kayak, etc.

6

Print ads
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WEBSITES

On a resort/hotel
website, what is most
important to see?
Continuing the predisposition for
travelers to seek out deals, “Packages
& promotions” (with 80% factional
support) will be the primary kind of
content resorts and hotels should
focus on (upper illustration). However,
“Video & images of accommodations
(by a lot)” was also a contender over
the 37.5 second deliberation. This
latter point was seen in other aspects
of the swarm, so deserves focus as
properties refresh their brand (and
visuals) for the future traveler.
The swarm also foresees much lower
importance for website elements like
embedded guest reviews and local
area information (lower chart). This
indicates that resort/hotel websites
should focus on their offerings and the
value they are providing personally to
their future guest. This was reinforced
by “Transparent pricing” and “Flexible
cancellation policies” appearing as
the next two top answers on the list.

On a resort/hotel website,
what is most important to see?
1

Packages & promotions (by a lot)

2

Video & images of accommodations

3

Transparent pricing

4

Flexible cancellation policies

5

Local area activities & advice

6

Guest reviews & stories
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FUTURE SWARMS
The data and insights provided throughout this study were
created by a unique proprietery platform that engages
participants in an easy-to-deploy, cost-effective online
swarm session, requiring no more than 25 to 50 people.
Swarms provide more accurate insights than traditional
surveys or focus groups. They capture the decision-making
journey taken through our socially connected world, providing
more predictive and relevant data to shape more effective
communications and marketing. The journey itself provides
highly actionable data about priorities and preferences.
Parker Sanpei will be providing more swarm studies in the
future aimed at helping our clients:
•
•
•
•
•

Build consensus around internal initiatives
Develop more resonant communications and brands
Create higher returns from marketing expenditures
Design easy-to-use products that predict user needs
Provide services that “surprise and delight”

To learn more about swarms, receive new swarm studies
produced by Parkers Sanpei, run your own to develop critical
future-looking insights, or to sponsor a study to differentiate
your business, start a conversation with us at:

https://www.parkersanpei.com/swarm-intelligence/
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PARKER SANPEI
Parker Sanpei is a marketing consultancy that specializes in
producing brands, communications, media engagement and
high-returning marketing for innovative companies.
Swarms are just one way we stay ahead of technology and
cultural trends. As a result, our clients get results-based,
future-looking strategies, creative ideas that engage their
customers “expressed” and “unexpressed” needs, and far
more efficient use of their media and marketing budgets.
To learn more about our award-winning client stories, expert
team and focus on results, we encourage you to reach out to
us on our website at https://www.parkersanpei.com
Or connect with us here:
Phone:
Email:
Mail:
		

+1 805-543-2288

info@parkersanpei.com

3940-7 Broad Street #301
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
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